The Eco MR16 LED Lamps are exactly the same size as traditional MR16 halogen lamps, so you can directly replace your older, inefficient lamps. Suitable for indoor or outdoor use in spotlights or downlighters.

Producing a super bright light, in warm white, neutral white and daylight these are the ultimate energy saving lamps.

Creating negligible heat they can last up to 15 times longer than halogen equivalents. LED lamps use a fraction of the energy cost of regular halogen lamps and will more than pay for themselves.

**SPECIFICATIONS:**

- Input: 12V AC
- Power: 7W
- LED Type: SMD LED
- Colour Temperature: 3000k
- Lumen Output: 540lm
- Base: MR16
- Beam Angle: 45°
- Driver: External (not included)
- Non-Dimmable
- Housing: Aluminium+PA Mixed
- Compatible with most electronic transformers